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Abstract 
The purpose of this practice-led research is to examine conventional approaches to typographic education commonly employed in the 

New Zealand graphic design classroom and to investigate how the integration of multi-part documentary films into the teaching of 

typography can help to widen the discourses and perspectives related to New Zealand typographic design. Through this project, I draw 

upon my personal experiences as an undergraduate student of graphic design, and at present, an educator of the same field, to explore 

the democratisation potential of digital filmmaking and online distribution, specifically a dedicated online documentary series archive, 

and how it can enhance the graphic design student’s learning experiences in typographic studies. The expert subjects included in this 

research were deliberately selected to help illustrate as well as challenge the typographic canon commonly favoured in the delivery of a 

conventional New Zealand undergraduate visual communication curriculum, which stands as the motivation for this research project. 
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Introduction 
I began my tertiary study in 2003 to dip my toe in the visual arts and design world. My first undergraduate journey was through a 

Diploma in Computer Graphic Design from Media Design School (Auckland, New Zealand). The programme introduced students to the 

practice of ‘desktop publishing’, which centred itself around two main curricular components — introduction to graphic design 

practices, and digital technology related to visual graphics production. The most engrossing component of the course was the 

discussion our tutor would have with the class about graphic design history. In our very first class, a poster of the Gill Sans typeface 

(designed by Eric Gill in 1928) was presented to us as "the history of graphic design". Shortly after the first discussion, I became very 

fascinated with the study of letterforms. The concept of “typography”, at the time, however, was still not a part of my vocabulary, and in 

fact in any part of my awareness for the field. Instead, “font study” was the terminology that was thrown around our classroom at the time. 

I progressed to study on a two-year Diploma in Graphic Communication at 

Auckland University of Technology (Auckland, New Zealand). The following 

two-year journey saw further case studies related to the graphic design 

history being introduced, where additional typefaces were built into our 

knowledge bank — typefaces such as Caslon (designed by William Caslon 

in 1766, England), Bodoni (designed by Giambattista Bodoni in 1798, Italy), 

and of course, Helvetica (designed by Max Miedinger in 1957, Germany). At 

this point, I felt encouraged to explore with new ways of looking at design, 

and I found myself developing an intense obsession for type and its history. 

I then understood that the history of type was the history of graphic design. 

Until one day, 

In the second year of the programme, I enrolled in a paper called 

“Introduction to Press Printing”. This course introduced students to the 

practices and processes of pre-press printing. The practical component of 

the course centred itself around press-printing techniques as part of the 

digital design workflow, which included lectures and discussions around 

the history of letterpress, a printing technique, and technology developed 

by German inventor Johannes Gutenberg in the early 1400s. Although 

Gutenberg’s development of the press was considered the birth of modern 

typesetting, the printing technique itself was not only celebrated by type 

designers but also adopted by bookmakers, artists, screen-printers, and 

pattern makers. This was to be the point of reference in my design training, and later career, where the relationship between typography 

and graphic design would continually shift in dynamic ways. The understanding right up to this point of my design education had 

suggested that THE approach to graphic design was encouraged/made to follow the formal construct of type and layout systems 

influenced by the 1950s Swiss Design movement. Swiss Design was a post-war style of design that emerged out of Switzerland that was 

the basis of much of the development of graphic design during the mid-20th century. Deemed the International Typographic Style, the 

Swiss Design approach situates itself in the ethos that design should be as invisible as possible. What this called for was for all traces of 

the designer’s subjectivity to be suppressed to let the “content” of the work shine through. It is similar to the axiom of architectural 

modernism that form should follow function. The Swiss ideology was accepted, adopted, and employed by graphic designers globally 

building up to what was to be considered the emergence of postmodern design. 

I continued my undergraduate journey at Unitec Institute of Technology (Auckland, New Zealand), studying on a four-year Bachelor of 

Design programme, Graphic Design major. During these four years, through the content delivered in the programme, my appreciation for 

Figure 1: Gill Sans Specimen Sheet (Wikipedia)



the practice was further heightened and I was pleased with the belief that my prior established design knowledge were being validated. 

Swiss design had followed me into this new classroom, and maintained its presence throughout all aspects of my creative exploration. 

After graduating, I had the opportunity to test and apply my skills in the design industry working a small number of years in design 

studios and independent projects. In reflection, I was confident about what I could creatively offer the industry as I received encouraging 

critique and responses around my approach to design. Needless to say, the seven years that I had spent learning the foundations of 

graphic design had ultimately provided me with the bible for my design practice, particularly in the commercial realm, Caslon, Gill Sans, 

Bodoni, Helvetica, flushed left, ragged right, 6-column grid, asymmetric balance, every ingredient had made its way to the ultimate test 

— the application of your design skills. 

After two years of working in the design community, I was asked by a former lecturer to return to the institution as a tutor in graphic 

design. I agreed as I saw this as an opportunity to not only apply my design skills in the trade but to now take one step further to share my 

perspectives and experiences with future aspiring graphic designers. Setting my foot back into the classroom, I found my early teaching 

experience to be most positive. I had harvested along the journey of my design studies, not just the content that was passed on to me as 

a student, but also the way in which it was offered to me. All I needed to do now was to simply emulate the blueprint that my lecturer had 

set up, and I’d be on my way. 

However, it wasn’t long after I had returned to the graphic design curriculum and has had the opportunity as someone who is now in front 

of the class to examine the in-class experiences, that I began to notice a difference and shift in how students responded to the subject-

specific content, resources, perspectives, and approaches to design that I had confidently relayed from my lecturers before me. The 

Figure 2: Johannes Gutenberg in his workshop (c. 19th Century)



focus on Swiss design, along with other areas 

connected with the style had been acknowledged and 

touched by the students, but have not necessarily 

carried over as the constituting element of their design 

works. I then began to question and later discussed 

with the students their resonance with the Swiss 

approach, as I developed the sense that the prescribed 

type-focus Swiss-style projects undertaken by the 

students were predominantly developed to merely 

respond to the course criteria. This had presented itself 

as a problem to me, as it was evident the presence of 

the Swiss territory was beginning to shy away from the 

student’s critical understanding of how typographic 

design should be approached, and equally how 

typographic design should look like. 

I arrived at questions to evaluate the shift in pedagogic 

models specific to design education: 

• How does the Swiss Design canon service 

typographic study in the graphic design classroom? 

• Should typography be presented as its standalone 

entity that services graphic design, or should it 

continue to be conventionally taught as the sub-

area of graphic design? 

• Are the students being offered non-traditional 

views and case studies on the New Zealand 

typographic culture? 

• What shift has New Zealand typographic culture (the 

history, processes, trends, the industry, the format) 

undergone since I was a student in the field? 

• What shift has the graphic design classroom 

undergone since I was a student in the field? (what 

resources do students access, how do they access 

their resources, what resource formats students 

gravitate towards)? 

The above questions underpin this postgraduate research project. I aim to, through this research, not challenge but rather, examine how 

the typographic canon in a New Zealand graphic design curriculum can be explored and widened to enhance the student’s experience 

within design education. This is a platform for other perspectives and approaches to typographic design, both past, and present to be 

integrated into the teaching and learning of typography. 

Figure 3: Josef Müller-Brockmann, Der Film (1960)



Literature Review 
For the purpose of clarity in discussion around how this research situates itself across the interconnected disciplinary areas of focus, I 

have divided the literature review into two sections — one, to examine the conventional typographic education approaches, both past, 

and present, where I explicitly reflect on the typographic curriculum that I undertook as part of my undergraduate training in graphic 

design. The second, to investigate the digital documentary film format as an academic resource for design education, to develop a 

deepened understanding of online digital content, distribution, and how it can help to magnify the enhancement of teaching and 

learning experiences in graphic design curriculum and classroom. 

1. Typographic Education 

1.a. Origins of Typography 

Origins of typography, like many other areas of study where their histories have been closely surveyed, both within the 

spherical domains of the arts, as well as the sciences. Although type historians and experts have presented several rigid 

bodies of conclusions from such studies, the timeline of type history between one type designer and another can look 

rather dissimilar. Design writer Ellen Lupton (2010) discusses the early use of type by stating that: 

The history of typography reflects on a continual tension between the hand and the machine, the organic and the 

geometric, the human body and the abstract system. These tensions, which marked the birth of printed letters 

over five hundred years ago, continue to energize typography today. (Lupton, 2010, p. 13) 

Lupton suggests that German inventor Johannes Gutenberg’s development of the movable type technology in the year 

1440 revolutionised the production of books and documents by enabling hand-scribed writings to be mass-produced 

through the use of letter casts that are assembled (typeset) and printed. The introduction of the letterpress also saw the 

emergence of specialised printing vocabulary such as proof, impression, and composition — many of which have since 

outlived the field of early press printing and self-preserved its applicability in modern type design today. More obviously, 

phrases such as cut and paste, uppercase and lowercase, and making an impression also emerged from the letterpress 

discipline, often in the absence of awareness. 

  

Figure 4: Movable Type Technology (2015)



In another camp, many type designers and researchers adopt an even more historical view on the debate and declare 

that the concept of typography began materialising itself shortly after stone age humans started drawing on cave walls. 

Cave paintings were first discovered in northern Spain in 1868 in the caves of Altamira, There is a large debate 

surrounding their original use and intention, but historians all agree on their connection to the formation of 

typography. Writing and typography are not only a historical extension of the cave images but an invention on 

par with the cave drawings. Proto-writing refers to the early communication systems that existed prior to the 

creation of the alphabet and modern-day writing. (Armstrong, 2018) 

Armstrong proposes the notion that for a marking to be considered a typographic figure, it need not require to present 

itself in the form of a linguistic alphabet such as the evolution of roman lettering notably documented from Trajan’s 

Column (Rome, Italy) in the year 113 AD, arguing that its preceding formats such as the primal pictographic writing system 

developed by the Egyptians in c. 3200 BC-AD 400 are undoubtedly responsible for the evolution of the alphabet. 

Armstrong’s perspectives on the history of writing suggest that the emergence of cave drawings not only provided the 

foundation for the development of typography but is also a practice that can be considered one of the earliest forms of 

visual communication (graphic design) itself. James Craig and Bruce Barton (1987), shared a similar view on the ‘origin’ of 

graphic design thirty-one years before the publishing of Armstrong’s essay, by stating that: 

Graphic Design — or visual communication — began in prehistoric times and has been practiced over the 

centuries by artisans, scribes, printers, commercial artists, and even fine artists. (1987) 

Figure 5: Bison depicted in Altamira Cave, Northern Spain (C. 44,000 to 12,000 BC)

Figure 6: Trajan Inscription from Rome, Italy (106 — 113 AD)



1.b. Typography as Graphic Design 

Similarly to the discourses surrounding the examination of typographic history discussed in Section 1.a of this literature 

review, graphic design has also been debated by historians, many of whom challenge the accuracy of the differing 

relation of design history to design studies. Victor Margolin (1994) examined a selection of books on the subject of 

graphic design history to compare where each of the respective authors situates the starting point of their graphic design 

timeline. Margolin shares: 

While this plethora of publications is commendable for the attention it brings to the subject of graphic design, it 

has not led to any clarification of how graphic design has been constituted by the respective authors nor has it 

marked a satisfactory course for the fuller development of a narrative structure that can begin to explain graphic 

design as a practice. (Margolin, 1994) 

Margolin suggests that the term “graphic design” remains problematic, as each of the authors adopts differing views on 

the definition of graphic design itself. Philip Meggs (1985): 

Some advocate the short-sighted view and believe that graphic design is a new activity, born of the industrial 

revolution. Others advocate a farsighted view, believing the essence of graphic design is giving visual form to 

human communications, an activity that has a distinguished ancestry dating to the medieval manuscript and 

early printers of the Renaissance. (Meggs, 1985) 

Another version of the graphic design history commonly favoured in a conventional visual communication curriculum is 

one which proposes the notion that the practice of graphic design was born the moment Johannes Gutenberg printed 

“The Gutenberg Bible” in 1455, a 42-line bible widely considered to be the earliest book that was printed using the mass-

produced movable type technology. 

 

With the advent of the printing press in Europe, humanity was able to recreate text, art and design on a massive 

scale, and for relatively cheap. The ancestors of the modern companies — also on the rise — soon took notice of 

how such visuals could affect shopping behaviors and increase profits, thus modern graphic design was born. 

(Ellis, 2018) 

Neither typographic history nor graphic design history follows a linear path that can be characterised by a particular 

chronological sequence or disciplinary thread. This is especially true in the case of graphic design where there has been 

no common knowledge base to ground a definitive definition. Its evolution has been mostly intuitive and does not follow a 

singular set of principles shared by all designers, educators, and students. Exploration of ways in which the relationship 

between the history of typography and the history of graphic design can be reimagined in a design classroom can help 

demonstrate that typography should not tow itself behind the conventional conviction that it is merely an element of 

graphic design. This is also with the hope of offering typographic practices a space to be acknowledged as a bigger 

visual communicative umbrella that many designers consider to be the elder sibling of modern graphic design itself. 

1.c. The Case of Swiss Design 

 

One of the primary catalysts driving this research project is the examination of a mid-20th century graphic design 

movement — Swiss design. Emerging out of Switzerland and Germany in the 1950s, Swiss design, also commonly 

referred to as the international typographic style, was developed and realised by designers Josef Müller-Brockmann at 

the Zurich School of Arts and Krafts, and Armin Hofmann at the Basel School of Design. Müller-Brockmann and Hofmann 

questioned the motive of graphic design and the role of the designer, both of which before the introduction of the Swiss 



approach typically existed as the canvas for writers, designers, and visual artists to render their creative thinking as 

pieces of work in boundless and expressive ways. Alex Bigman (2016) discusses its arts and design movements that 

came before what would later be recognised as the minimalist design ethos; many of which are also largely responsible 

for its rise and longevity in graphic design as well as visual culture as a whole: 

Swiss designers did not create this high-modernist approach out of nowhere. Rather, they looked to precedents 

at the intersection of art and design from the period spanning roughly 1914 and 1939. These included the 

movement of Suprematism and Constructivism in Russia, De Stijl in the Netherlands, and the Constructivism-

inspired work of the Bauhaus, a design school founded in 1919 in Dessau, Germany. (Bigman, 2016) 

The arrival of Swiss Design saw the practising, and equally the teaching of graphic design being globally reshaped to 

follow a visual communication model that remained a major force for decades to follow. Its influence continues into the 

1990s and 2000s and is still today an important influence and method in the disciplinary practices and education for print 

layout as well as web design. Philip B. Meggs (1998) explains the visual approach to Swiss Design as: 

The visual characteristics of this international style include a unity of design achieved by asymmetrical 

organisation of the design elements on a mathematically constructed grid; objective photography and copy that 

present visual and verbal information in a clear and factual manner, free from the exaggerated claims of 

propaganda and commercial advertising; and the use of sans-serif typography set in a flush-left and ragged-

right margin configuration. The initiators of this movement believed sans-serif typography expresses the spirit of 

a more legible and harmonious means for structuring information. (Meggs, 1998, p. 356) 

  

Indeed, for many people, Swiss design is synonymous with Helvetica; the very name which means “Swiss” (in Latin, 

Switzerland was the Confederatio Helvetica), which was designed in 1957 and hit the market in 1960. The use of sans-serif 

typefaces such as Helvetica, Akzidenz Grotesk, and Neue Haas Grotesk became an ordinance of the Swiss approach and 

is rationalised by its ideology that can be summed up as “form should follow function”, similar to the axiom of 

architectural modernism. This typographic principle along with several others related to the use of structural alignment, 

Figure 7: Swiss Poster Redesign Projects



grid systems, graphic elements, geometric shapes, and bold colours, ultimately calls for all traces of the designer’s 

subjectivity to be suppressed, in return allowing the “content” of a work to shine through and not be distracted by the 

‘style’ or ‘personality’ of the work’s creator. 

 

Swiss design, since its dissemination and global acceptance within the graphic design industry also quickly made its 

presence into the graphic design classroom. The ‘doctrine’ of Swiss design was popularly favoured in the teaching of 

graphic design foundation, history, and studio practices, largely due to its social and cultural association with ‘the modern 

design style’. It is easy for any student of graphic design studying contemporary works of typography, brand identity, 

poster, publication, packaging, web, and equally so, film and screen arts, to see the direct influence of Swiss design within 

their visual research practice. In a conventional design class, a good eye for Swiss design means the student is likely to 

arrive at a more critical, refined, and distilled design work. Swiss was undoubtedly the effective vehicle for design 

educators to shape a graphic design graduate who understands and has an awareness for ‘good designs’. 

1.d. Democratisation Potential of Online Educational Resource 

 

As typography continues to be subject to the democratising effects of technological advancement, the creative 

education sector has also seen a rapidly increasing amount of students, who do not necessarily have formal typographic 

or design foundation accessing the ‘self-teaching/learning’ resources, information, and literature related to both 

theoretical typographic knowledge, as well as technical design skills. Gavin Ambrose (2016) discusses his perspective on 

the democratisation of technology within typographic education: 

Democratisation brings many benefits, such as the broader array of individuals with different backgrounds and 

inspirations that add to the typographic oeuvre. Controlling this potential presents unique challenges, 

particularly for educational approaches: does one focus on the diligence of the craft of typography or the fresh 

visual aspect? At heart, this challenge represents the difference between creating a set of characters with a 

particular visual style, graphic attributes and personality, and the discipline of working a particular visual 

approach, through a full set of characters and associated punctuation to function together as a typeface rather 

than a mere collection of stylish characters. (Ambrose, 2016) 

 

From an educator’s standpoint, there are clear benefits to graphic design students being on the receiving end of the 

Figure 8: LinkedIn Learning, Online Educational Resource



democratisation of online digital resources. It is, however, the design educator’s responsibility to navigate where such 

digital resources position themselves within the student’s educational journey. In an age where technology is defined as 

the extension of the designer, one which facilitates open access to creative knowledge, resources, and perspectives at a 

mouse’s click, the educator is faced with a challenge, potentially bigger now than ever, of ensuring a vigorous strategy 

that will help build, shape and maintain the student’s high level of criticality as they utilise and digest online resources. 

It is important to use both analogue and digital education systems in enhancing students’ creative problem 

solving. This is because teaching graphic design in a computerised environment plays a very important role in 

producing quicker solutions to design problems. Also, computers can enhance creative thinking skills and 

develop the artistic abilities of graphic design students. However, the use of computers only affects the speed of 

which a solution is produced; it does not ensure the correctness. (Alhajri, 2016). 

Technology is a part of modern graphic design and typography continues to be an inherently integral part of 

communication. However, caution needs to be taken at this junction in the development of graphic design as a 

mature contemporary discipline. The cautionary note is that the very strength of graphic designers, the 

renaissance men and women, with competence of a wide range of skills that was once empowering will, if not 

managed correctly, ultimately become their downfall as design tasks continue to become deskilled, ubiquitous 

and generic. (Ambrose, 2016) 

Both Alhajri and Ambrose support the critical perspective on the positioning of online educational resources and also 

suggest an approach that builds on students’ understanding that the accessible digital resources, both pedagogically 

prescribed as well as self-located, should be employed as an additional supplement to the curricular content— a stance 

which this research project also supports. 

2. Documentary Filmmaking 

2.a. Integration of Documentary Films in Education 

Academic literature and resources have, since the evolution of the written language as a means of recording information, 

taken on traditional ‘scholarly’ formats largely inaccessible by the general public and practitioners from the disciplines. 

Corrine Glesne (2010) suggests that: 

 

to make our work accessible to others beyond the academic community means creating in forms that others will 

want to read, watch, or listen to, feel and learn from the representations, such as drama, poetry, and narrative. 

(Glesne, 2010) 

 

Glesne proposes the notion that the integration of academic resource in a format that encourages educators and 

students to conduct their teaching and learning more experientially could, in turn, also help to activate the 

democratisation of digital and multimedia resources (as discussed in Section 1.d.) and catalyse the mobilisation of 

knowledge, particularly related to creative practices. Elliot W. Eisner (1997), also supports this perspective by stating: 

 

alternative forms of data representation make empathy possible when work on those forms are treated as works 

of art, provide a sense of particularity that abstractions cannot render, generate insight, and invite attention to 

complexity. (Eisner, 1997) 

 

The term “Documentary filmmaking” was coined in the 1930s by Scottish documentary filmmaker John Grierson as a 

“creative treatment of actuality”. The term later developed into its own film category that is recognisably identified as the 

‘Documentary Genre’ today. Bill Nichols describes the documentary films as being comprised of three primary elements 



— one, they honour and are grounded in “real” events and circumstances that happened, as opposed to being grounded 

in “unverifiable” events. Two, documentary films are also principally about “real” individuals who are not performing roles. 

And; three, drawing from Grierson’s “creative treatment” notion, Nichols suggests that documentary films offer a story 

that is a plausible representation of what happened rather than an imaginative interpretation of what might have 

happened. 

  

 With the above principles, I see great potential in the exploration of subject-specific documentary films related to New 

Zealand typographic design, that can be employed as a platform to share the first-hand accounts, stories, and 

perspectives on New Zealand type design from the sampled participants/practitioners, with the culminating intent to 

evaluate the communicative potential of the format. 

If attention is paid to questions of validity, we might ask whether documentary filmmaking could serve as an 

alternative form of “publication” within the academy. Given the increasing access we have to digital media, 

mobile devices and ubiquitous use of the Internet, we should be redefining or reconsidering our current 

approaches to data collection, analysis and dissemination. (Petrarca & Hughes, 2014) 

This research project proposes the idea that digital works are no longer ‘new’ media and means to collect data or to 

document social behaviours, but rather situate the documentary filmmaking practice and product as pedagogic resource 

for typographic education. 

2.b. The Emergence of Design Documentaries 

 

This section of the literature reviews the emergence of subject-specific documentary films related to graphic design and 

typography, with an examination of a couple of notable works from the sphere. 

Helvetica (2007) by Gary Hustwit, an eighty-minute documentary film about the typeface Helvetica (designed in 1957 by 

Max Miedinger of Zurich, Switzerland). Although Helvetica was not the first feature film dedicated to the subject of 

typography, it is certainly regarded as one of the groundbreaking literature in the subject of graphic design. This is largely 

because of the typeface Helvetica being one of the world’s most widely used typefaces, which enables the film to propose 

a dialogue related to visual culture, consumerism, and the typeface without the need to introduce concepts of 

typography to the audience. 

 

I couldn't believe that a film like this didn't exist already, because these people are gods and goddesses. What 

they do is more than just logos and corporate branding - they design the type that we read every day in 

newspapers and magazines, onscreen and on television. (Hustwit, 2007) 

 

Even Hustwit, who has conducted exhaustive research on the topic, is astounded by the lack of presence in film-based 

literature on the subject of typography. 

Figure 9: Scenes from Helvetica, Directed by Gary Hustwit (2007)



Why Man Creates (1968), a short film by graphic designer Saul Bass critically unpacks and expresses his views on the 

creative process and the underlying human relationship to creation through history. Bass uses a combination of 

traditional animated drawings, live action footage, and visual effects in an attempt to define the term creativity from 

various perspectives. The film is divided into sections, with the first featuring an animated sequence of significant figures 

from various periods of civilised Western, Mediterranean, and Asian history relating to scientific, religious, and historic 

evolutions. This explaining-from-the-outside-in approach has enabled Saul Bass to communicate with a wider scope of 

audiences, as it presents the viewers of Bass’s definition of creativity in their way, regardless of the pathway they are from. 

 

Why Man Creates is a relevant and instrumental case study for this research, as the project’s motion graphic output aims 

to not only present the New Zealand typographic perspectives and approaches to the graphic design community but with 

a narrative and visuals that can be easily digested by general audiences as well. 

2.c. Motion Graphics in Documentary Production 

  

The book New Documentary Ecologies: Emerging Platforms, Practices and Discourses discusses the benefits of digital 

animation being an aiding visual device to mainstream cinematic feature films such as Waltz with Bashir (2008) by Ari 

Folman, Chicago 10 (2007) by Brett Morgen, and Walking with Dinosaurs (1999) by BBC. Such feature films integrate the 

use of animation to convey subjects unable to be captured through live-action filming. Another notable example of an 

animation-guided documentary is Cosmos: A Spacetime Odyssey (2014) by Ann Druyan, a television mini-series on the 

study of astronomy and space science. With subjects such as the solar system, prehistory, and in many documentary 

works an individual’s subjective conscious experiences, digital animation is employed as a visual device to allow the 

representation and evocation of such historical or non-physical subjects to be communicated to the viewers. With this 

fundamental understanding of how the documentary film genre is defined, we can begin to look at a preeminent example 

of documentary features that have used digital animation to help inform an audience on the notion of creativity, creative 

processes, and works. 

  

Abstract: The Art of Design (2017) by Netflix is a multi-part documentary series that celebrates the mastery of design. 

Each episode offers detailed observation and insights into the working mind of a featured designer ranging from 

architecture, footwear, automotive through to interior and graphic design. An episode featuring artist/illustrator 

Christoph Niemann by Morgan Neville follows the traditional observational documentary format showing live-action 

footage of Niemann’s working processes which are consistently accompanied by a commentary dialogue generated 

through an interview transcript with the artist. However, Neville throughout the episode cleverly integrates the uses of 

simple two-dimensional motion graphic animations to assist the viewer with the visualisation of Niemann’s graphic 

thinking. This approach to animation in documentary features is uncommon, as the animated elements have not been 

Figure 10: Scene from Why Man Creates, 
Directed by Saul Bass (1968)



employed to present the narrative in ways that express the director’s visual narrative, but rather to help the viewer 

understand the subject’s intellectual sight in a visually rich and engaging way. With case studies such as Abstract: The 

Art of Design and others alike being the starting point for the analyses of ways animation can be used to enrich the 

production of documentary films, this research project intends to further explore how visual constructions of motion 

graphic design can be translated into a framework that can assist the communication of New Zealand’s typographic 

history and culture through documentary film. 

Figure 11: Scene from Abstract: The Art of Design — S1 E1: Christoph Niemann: Illustration, 
Directed by Morgan Neville (2017)



Methodology 
I will be approaching the research question through a practice-led qualitative research framework. The practice-led methodology allows 

a researcher to incorporate their creative practice, creative methods, and creative output into the research design and as a part of the 

research output. Within the context of this research, the series of investigative processes, reflections, explorations, and development of 

creative works are used to explore the research question. Qualitative research methods including ethnography, narrative, and A/r/

tography are employed to situate and contextualise the research process, as well as connect the findings and conclusions to the 

research’s aims and question. 

1. Ethnography 

 

Ethnographic research is a qualitative method where researchers observe and/or interact with a study’s participants in 

their real-life environment. In the context of this research project, I will be employing the ethnographic research method 

as the primary means of collecting data, specifically perspectives on typographic design. Interviews with selected expert 

subjects documented in video and sound recording format will enrich understanding of non-canonical approaches to 

New Zealand typographic practices. 

Ethnography, which involves participation and observation, and which is systematic, comprehensive and topic 

oriented, could provide the opportunity for mutual relation of interaction between ethnographers and sponsors 

of educational research. With systematic and comprehensive information about the community to be studied in 

an educational context, ethnographers will be able to test hypotheses in the field of educational research. 

(Hymes, 1977) 

2. Narrative Research 

Narrative inquiry is an investigative technique in qualitative research. Narrative inquiry and storytelling offer us a 

different way of knowing, investigating the lived experiences of individuals, and of exploring subjectivity. It also 

takes account of the relationship between individual experience and the wider social and cultural contexts. 

Crucially, it also involves collaborative inquiry and co-construction of meaning between participants and the 

researcher. (Lumsden, 2018) 

In the context of this research project, I will be using narrative research as the underlying observational method to 

capture, analyse, thematise and, toward the development of the final creative output, establish the narrative for each of 

the expert subjects' typographic journeys. 

3. A/r/tography 

 

A/r/tography is an arts-based research methodology centred around the idea of acknowledgement and maintenance of 

the interconnected roles of being an artist, researcher, and teacher. This research model calls for the researcher to 

approach their research as a living enquiry, one which engages their hybridised positions and experiences across the 

three practices in their research. Rita L. Irwin, and Anita Sinner (2005) describes the approach to a/r/tographic research 

as: 

To be engaged in the practice of a/r/tography means to inquire in the world through an ongoing process of art 

making in any art form and writing not separate or illustrative of each other but interconnected and woven 



through each other to create relational and/or enhanced meanings. (Irwin, & Sinner, 2005) 

As the enquiry and question of this research project was realised through my personal accounts and experiences as a 

student, educator, as well as practitioner of graphic design, the a/r/tographic approach is used to underpin all the 

research phases (investigation, analysis, making, contextualisation, conclusion) and connect outlook and perspectives of 

my practices across all three territories. Particularly with my intention of the end research output situating itself as a living 

educational resource for students and educators of typographic design, the a/r/tography methodology is a suitable 

vehicle to help establish and locate the appropriate ‘living space’ for the end, and more importantly, ongoing research 

output. 



Discussion 
1. The Need for Diversity in New Zealand Typographic Culture 

 

New Zealand typographic practices and education have flourished in recent years. Although typography within the graphic design 

space has strong commercial underpinnings, it is employed in essentially public ways. Increased social significance opens graphic 

design up to necessary examination, including who represents and leads the industry. When diversity is not a visible element of 

typographic education, its potential to make a meaningful contribution to our graphic design culture is questionable. My research 

project addresses this need for diversity within conventional approaches to type design as well as type education in New Zealand, 

discussing the situation of our local type designers as one case where separation from the stereotyped image of the graphic 

designer is not well supported in New Zealand industry. It refers to the substandard acknowledgment of non-conventional 

designers to demonstrate that the public image of graphic design is representative of the design industry and the broader 

community in other countries. Where the barriers to involvement, furtherance, and representation in New Zealand graphic design 

concern gender, ethnicity, and backgrounds, issues of exclusion are currently too controversial to be addressed, particularly within 

the sphere of graphic design education, there being very little evidence to trace the participant of ethnic, indigenous and non-

conventional designers in New Zealand graphic design. The lack of diversity in the public representation of graphic design 

reinforces the fusion of Anglo-European masculinity with a normative graphic design identity. The creative output and dissertation 

from this research project aims to initiate a discussion such issues of diversity and disparity in graphic design, encouraging design 

educators, practitioners, academic institutions, and design studios to consider the concerns it raises. Discussing the lack of 

diversity in architecture, Kathryn H. Anthony, an American professor of architecture argues that valuing divergence and 

acknowledging diversity entails a paradigm shift that can fundamentally change educational as well as corporate cultures. Anthony 

calls for new management approaches and effort according to which sectors take responsibility “for creating an environment in 

which diversity not only survives, but thrives”. For Anthony, promoting diversity through the design education system is also a way 

to transcend the industry. She proposes that no future design student should graduate without “exposure at all to diversity issues”. 

  

Diversity of representation and inclusion reflects the society that New Zealand graphic design services. The mixed composition of 

the design industry, however, remains invisible to those outside it as well as too many within the community. The shift to a more 

diverse representation of the practice could begin to dilute assumptions about graphic design, including the exclusionary construct 

that disrupts the full participation of diverse identity-based groups in the industry. A more diverse image has the potential to shift 

graphic design's relationship to New Zealand society, showing that graphic design is concurrently a stylistic, commercial as well as 

socio-cultural endeavour. Acknowledging and empowering the diversity of typographic practitioners could influence the 

representation of gender, ethnicity, and identity in New Zealand culture, the work of distinction being at the heart of graphic design. 

Crucially, presenting a strong and constructive face for New Zealand type design does not depend on the consistency of 

representation. Effective representation is possible while supporting the difference in intentions, principles, and perspectives that 

come with diversity in gender, identity, and creative background. Reflecting the understood diversity of the type design industry 

would provide a better connection to the hybridisation of groups, lifestyles, and identities in contemporary New Zealand. Those who 

get involved with New Zealand type design will be able to reflect the diversity of age, gender, creative and cultural background, each 

bringing a wide range of experiences, opinions, perspectives, skills, and values to the practice of graphic design. New Zealand 

diversity, which truly exists within New Zealand graphic design, should be revealed, promoted, and celebrated as one of the 

objectives of graphic design practices. 

2. In Search of Typographic Perspectives 

 

With the above understanding of the need for diversity and perspectives in graphic design and typographic education along with 

the initial research question that was “How can the practices of documentary filmmaking be used to communicate the history of 

New Zealand typographic culture?”, the most apparent process to commence my research, for me, was to approach the expert 



subjects whose practices are positioned within the identified graphic design canons, as well as those who are located outside of the 

conventions. This was with the intention to begin the expansion of dialogues and discourses from and related to existing New 

Zealand typographic practices, faces, and perspectives that I felt were underrepresented in the New Zealand graphic design 

classroom, both from traditional as well as “unorthodoxical” spheres. Prior to the engagement with this first stage of the project, I 

had a general awareness of the different sample scope that I wanted this “uncovering New Zealand typographic perspectives” 

phase to encompass. These included typographic practices and approaches from the historical domain (type historians, press 

printers), non-commercial disciplines (fine artists with type-integrated practices), and type educators, who have been involved with 

type education in New Zealand, as well as abroad. I decided that the most appropriate format for this first phase was to conduct 

interviews with the elected expert subjects, to which the data will be firstly captured in the format of video/audio recordings, to then 

later be transcribed and “filmically” explored with. 

  

What this meant for the research was the expected employment of the documentary filmmaking processes right from this very first 

phase of the project as the means of capturing the visual data as well as the stories shared via the spoken form from each of the 

interviewees. As a graphic designer who has not undertaken formal education in screen arts and/or filmmaking, I needed to 

conduct some initial literature reviews related to the documentary film format, in particular the documentary modes. This was with 

the intention to develop a personal and critical understanding of the possible documentary approaches I could consider when 

setting out to conduct my first interviews with the selected participants. The developed understanding of the history and modes of 

documentary filmmaking from this first set of the literature review were reported in Workshop 1 as part of the requirements for the 

Master of Design curriculum. 

 

With a deeper understanding of the history, languages, techniques, and approaches to the documentary film format, I conducted 

my first interviews with two participants who agreed to share their perspectives on New Zealand typographic culture: 

a. Jonty Valentine, graphic designer and design educator 

b. Tara McLeod, graphic designer, printer and letterpress historian. 

 

Both the interviews shared a similar production setup, where two separate DSLR cameras are employed to capture the video 

recording of the participants during their respective interview sessions. The audio recording is captured by an external video 

microphone through one of the DSLR cameras. 

2.a. Interview with Jonty Valentine 

The first interview for this project was with graphic designer and educator, Jonty Valentine. The interview was held and 

filmed at his studio in Henderson, Auckland. The first part of the interview captures Jonty’s accounts of experience as an 

art student from Ilam School of Fine Arts, University of Canterbury, where Valentine developed an interest in what he 

referred to as “typo-graphic design”. Valentine, also discussed the relationship between typography and graphic 

designers in comparison to the relationship between typography and the general public. He also recounted a 

conversation he had with type designer, Tom Elliott, where Elliott shared with Valentine his creative process when tasked 

with the redesign of the Air New Zealand logo. After the interview, I was granted permission from Valentine to film around 

his studio and capture some b-roll 

footage of his design works and studio 

spaces. 

2.b.Interview with Tara McLeod 

The second interview for this project 

was with graphic designer, printer and 

letterpress historian, Tara McLeod. The 

interview was held and filmed at his 

home studio in Orewa, Auckland. We 

began the interview session with a 

Figure 15: Editing of Interview with Jonty Valentine on Adobe Premiere Pro



conversation with McLeod about his graphic and type design background, where he shared a recollection of how he 

became an apprentice compositor in the 1960s working with an Auckland printing company. McLeod also shares his 

reflection on his early commercial graphic design and printing experience working for Pear Tree Press in 1985 in Mt 

Albert, Auckland. After the interview, I was granted permission from McLeod to film around his garage-turned-printing-

studio capturing b-roll footage of some letterpress demonstration and sharing of historical information related to the 

technology and practice. 

 

The generated/captured footage and soundbites from both interviews were then reviewed, transcribed, and used for two primary 

strands of creative explorations: 

2.c. First Interview Edits 

The first filmic experiments I conducted 

towards the creative output for this 

research project were the editing and 

sequencing of the interview footage. I 

began this process by developing quick 

transcripts from the interview with each 

of the participants using a spreadsheet 

that specifies the particular topic(s) 

addressed by the interviewer at each 

interview footage’s time mark. This was 

with the intention to identify themes 

and/or points of discussion derived 

from the respective conversations, as 

well as to provide a content reference 

and practical workflow to enable quick 

file location of specific sections of the interview to be used in the edit. The initial visual sequence format for the edit 

followed the structure of an opening sequence with a montage of b-roll footage showcasing the participants in their 

studio environments. These included establishing shots to set up the respective overarching context and setting using 

images of their studio spaces as well as the practitioners themselves conducting their creative processes to portray the 

subjects in their “element”. Each opening sequence is followed by an interview sequence, where the observational 

documentary mode is employed in the edit. This is achieved through the use of two primary types of visual elements; the 

interview footage itself and supporting b-roll visuals, which are both a combination of video as well as still images. The 

Figure 12: Screenshot from Interview with 
Jonty Valentine

Figure 13: Screenshot from Interview with 
Tara McLeod

Figure 14: Footage Thumbnails from Interview with Jonty Valentine



choice of each b-roll footage and its queue within the sequence is informed by what the interviewer is talking about at 

those particular time marks. 

2.d. Motion Graphic Experiments 

In addition to the first editing tests conducted from the interview footage outlined in section 2.c, I had also identified a 

several potential touchpoints from the interviews that could be used as the premise for some motion graphic/animation 

experiments. I began this process by looking closely at two key points of discussion: 

• Jonty Valentine — The Air New Zealand Logo Design 

• Tara McLeod — The Letterpress Printing Process 

The above motion graphic/animated tests were conducted through the application of two primary motion design 

approaches — 2D/2.5D animation, and 3D animation. I decided to employ the 2D/2.5D motion design format, using 

Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, and Adobe After Effects, to illustrate Jonty Valentine’s recount of the conversation 

he had with Tom Elliott around the Air New Zealand logo redesign story. The use of two-dimensional graphics felt 

appropriate to me, as Valentine’s practice centres itself on print and publication design. I intended to connect the 2D 

graphical elements generated for this animated test to Valentine’s creative works that are of mainly the two-dimensional 

format. With Tara McLeod’s motion graphic test where I chose to develop a short animated sequence to demonstrate the 

printing press process, however, I chose to employ the 3D animation format, modelled and animated on Autodesk Maya. 

This decision was arrived at from what I had also identified as the tactile and physical qualities of McLeod’s creative 

practice and processes working in the printing press discipline. The intention for this, sharing a very similar idea to 

Valentine’s format choice, is to connect McLeod’s interest in the physical handling of metal and woodblock types to the 

three-dimensional style of the animated sequence itself. 

 The findings and visual experiments from both the above literature review as well as first creative tests were compiled 

and presented in Workshop 1 of the Master of Design programme. The critics’ feedback around the creative output were 

largely positive and indicated to me that this research’s beginning point was on a good trajectory. Suggestions were 

made to keep an eye on the broadness of the scope surrounding the New Zealand typographic culture, and how this was 

going to be discussed and concluded in the final project output. 

3. Typomentary, a short film 

 

Shortly after workshop 1, I took a 12-month suspension from my Master of Design research for personal reasons. It did, however, 

provide me with an opportunity to review the trajectory of my project against the visual output generated from the first phase of my 

research summarised in Section 2 of this discussion. With this, I looked closer at the critics’ feedback from Workshop 1 related to 

Figure 16: Screenshot from Motion Graphic Experiment 
— The Air New Zealand Logo Design (Adobe After 
Effects)

Figure 17: Screenshot from 3d Animation Experiment — 
The Movable Type Printing Process (Autodesk Maya, 
Adobe After Effects



the broadness of the subject of the history of New Zealand typographic culture. As a result, the research question was explored to 

help establish further clarity as well as boundaries around the lenses of my typographic investigation. With this — the initial focus 

on “New Zealand Typographic History” was refined to now being “the faces and perspectives of New Zealand Typographic Culture”, 

which allowed the project to look even closer at the individual practices of expert subjects, who do not necessarily identify as 

graphic designers. In addition to the research question, the format of the intended project output was also explored, and a proposal 

for a 15-minute documentary short film on the faces and perspectives of New Zealand typographic culture, entitled “Typomentary”, 

was put forward and agreed upon. 

  

 Progressing from the above revision of the research question and project output, a proposed list of additional expert subjects for 

the documentary film was put together to further investigate and explore the perspectives and approaches to New Zealand 

typographic design. The list included the following practitioners: 

a. Dick Frizzell, artist and designer 

b. Christina Read, artist, educator and researcher 

c. Catherine Griffiths, multidisciplinary artist and designer 

d. Johnson Witehira, graphic designer, educator and researcher 

Contacts were made to all the proposed participants for involvement with the research/short film. Although all the participants 

responded and agreed to be interviewed, I was able to conduct interviews with only two participants from the list due to various 

circumstances. The second wave of interviews was with artists, Dick Frizzell and Christina Read. 

3.a. Interview with Dick Frizzell 

My interview with Dick Frizzell took place in his studio in Grafton, Auckland. Frizzell has a multi-disciplinary practice that 

is primarily a mixture of traditional painting as well as graphic design. Frizzell employs the two main creative disciplines in 

both his individual as well as commercial works. The interview began with Frizzell’s reflection on his early memories as a 

child, having always had an interest in drawing and an appreciation for letterforms. He discussed how this interest for 

type progressively developed into what is to be his arts and design career today that is widely known and recognised to 

New Zealanders for its use and integration of typography in both his traditional as well as digital media works. Frizzell 

discussed the development of what he calls the “vernacular type” approach that has over the years and at present 

continues to be the underpinning theme and reference for his creative practice. After the interview, I was granted 

permission from Frizzell to film around his studio and capture some b-roll footage of his arts and design works and studio 

space. 

3.b. Interview with Christina Read 

Another interview from this second phase was with artist, educator and researcher, Christina Read. The interview was 

conducted at Read’s home studio in Auckland CBD, Auckland. Christina Read is a multi-disciplinary artist who works 

across a range of mediums which includes collaging using paint, paper, and fabric, drawing, textile, as well as screen 

works. The interview began with Read’s introduction of her practice and discusses some of her recent works which 

included selected works from the series Time After Time (A Subverted Plan), Here’s a Plan (Things To Do), and Worry 

Holes. Read discusses the themes of her works being centred around “play on self-deprecating humour” through the use 

of language and text. Read also discusses how her interest in reading psychology and self-help books are explored 

through this “genre”. After the interview, I was granted permission from Read to film around her studio and capture some 

b-roll footage of her art works and studio space. 

Figure 18: Screenshot from Interview with 
Dick Frizzell

Figure 19: Screenshot from Interview with 
Christina Read



  

 Although disappointed I was not able to meet with all the expected participants, the outcome from the two interviews I 

conducted, particularly the meeting with Dick Frizzell certainly provided me with a body of content that validated the 

course of this research, as it is the unconventional practices and unorthodox approaches to type design such as Frizzell’s 

that embodied the underrepresented area of New Zealand type design driving this research. 

The generated/captured footage and soundbites from both interviews were then reviewed, transcribed, and used for further 

creative explorations: 

3.c. Second Interview Edits 

Similar to the first editing tests conducted for Jonty Valentine and Tara McLeod, the captured interview footage and b-roll 

contents from interviews with Dick Frizzell and Christina Read were used to review, transcribe, and sequence. This was 

with the intention to progress the research forward and closer to its “series of New Zealand typographic faces and 

perspectives” concept that will, later on, be used in the development of Typomentary, the short film. 

3.d. Further Motion Graphic Experiments 

In addition to the second editing test conducted from the interview footage outlined in section 3.c, I had again identified 

several potential touch points from the interview, particularly with Dick Frizzell, that could be used as the premise for 

further motion graphic/animation experiments. I proceeded with this by looking closely at two key points of discussion: 

• Dick Frizzell — The influence of Colin McCahon 

• Dick Frizzell — Vernacular Type 

The above motion graphic/animated tests were conducted through the application of 2D animation. The first motion 

graphic sequence explores Frizzell’s commentary on the early influence that artist Colin McCahon had on New Zealand 

painters who use typography and letterforms in their works. In this sequence, I chose McCahon’s painting, Urewera 

triptych (1975), as the visual basis to animate from. The animation process entailed the separation of type from the 

painting to generate a blank canvas for Urewera triptych, then using the mask painting process on Adobe After Effects to 

paint the type back on, imitating the typographic elements being gradually “painted on” in the sequence. 

Figure 20: Editing of Interview with Christina Read on Adobe Premiere Pro



The choice for the second motion graphic test was arrived at from Frizzell’s discussion around the “vernacular type” 

approach to his practice, where Frizzell references and emulates in his works the hand-painted aesthetics drawn from his 

visual studies of New Zealand shop signs created by “amateur signwriters”. Using Frizzell’s description of his 

understanding of the “DIY” signage culture in New Zealand, I explored the two-dimensional motion design format using 

still images of New Zealand road and shop signs. The process entailed the separation of texts from each of the signs in 

the still images to create a copy of each image with just the typographic elements visible. The two copies of the images 

are then sequenced and blended to achieve the effect of type elements on the signages being gradually pulled into focus, 

with all other non-typographic elements fading away. 

  

The collection of creative output outlined above was compiled and presented in Workshop 2 of the Master of Design 

programme. The critics’ feedback around the creative output were largely positive, with the critics having particularly 

expressed their appreciation for the quality of creative output and the standard that it was produced at during that 

particular point of the research. Suggestions were also made to allocate an extensive portion of my research time towards 

establishing how I was going to thread all the participants’ stories and perspectives into a single 15-minute short film. 

 

Figure 22: Screenshot from Motion Graphic Experiment — The Influence of Colin McCahon (Adobe After Effects)

Figure 21: Screenshot from Motion Graphic Experiment — Vernacular Type (Adobe Photoshop, After Effects)



4. The Documentary Series Format 

 

After Workshop 2, I continued to explore the potential narrative structure, storyboard, and production of Typomentary, the short 

film. The creative process at this point involved an exhaustive review of all collected data and visual experiments from all the 

participant interviews, to identify each of the expert subjects’ themes, lenses, and potential commonalities across the different 

interview discussions. One of the evident challenges for the research at this point was to find the answer to the question posed by 

my research supervisors as well as the workshop critics, “how are you planning to thread all the data together coherently in the 

culmination of this short film?”. I had, by this point, developed a rough edit/composition for Typomentary, where I attempted the 

amalgamation of different sections of all the participants’ interview footage and their narratives into one singular sequence. I 

approached this editing process as part of the production for the final proposed 15-minute short film output. 

  

 However, after having reviewed the progress of this edit and having consulted my supervisors, it was apparent that one of the 

problems with my proposal to create a documentary film that would supposedly present a snapshot of “the New Zealand 

Typographic culture” was not entirely achievable. I had, at this point, of the research only managed to obtain a small sample of 

perspectives on typographic practices. Although the perspectives shared by the expert subjects were most insightful, educational, 

and profound, I was not satisfied with the level of diversity present in the sample of participants acquired from the interviews. 

Because of this, I decided to further explore ways I could push the scope of the proposed 15-minute short film format, to be able to 

present myself and this research the means to widen the output parameters (in this case, attempting to “summarise” the New 

Zealand type design culture in 15 minutes, and with only 4 expert subjects), whilst still arriving at a conclusive creative output that 

could be presented for this Master of Design research project. 

  

 Having understood the above position, I revisited one of the literature review areas that was examined at the very beginning of the 

research — the documentary series format. This part of the literature review was initially the extended topic which branched off 

from my readings on the subject of the documentary format. I found myself now going back to relook at case studies such as 

Abstract: the Art of Design (discussed in the literature review section of this dissertation) and how the documentary series format 

was cleverly employed as the vehicle for the series’s producers to investigate a range of perspectives on creative culture and 

practices. Shortly after this (re)review, I recognised the similar potential in the “docuseries” format and its capability to provide this 

research project with the same supporting framework as it did for series such as Abstract: the Art of Design, as well as others such 

as Loading Docs, an online New Zealand film archive for documentary filmmaking and short films. 

Figure 23: LoadingDocs, Online New Zealand Short Documentary Archive



5. JustMyType — The New Zealand Typedoc Archive 

 

As the potential for the documentary series format was identified, I proceeded to conduct a further literature review on the areas of 

digital documentary films as an educational resource, the multi-part documentary format for education, and perspectives on 

graphic design education in the digital age. Having understood the shift in both knowledge as well as pedagogic approaches to 

tertiary graphic design and type education, particularly over the last two decades, I arrived at the revised proposed research output 

which I felt would be able to more effectively represent, as well as support the conclusion of this research project: 

5.a. Revised Research Output 

The revised creative output that was proposed to my supervisors was a proposal/pitch for an online multi-part digital 

documentary series, entitled “JustMyType”. JustMyType is subject-specific documentary series on New Zealand 

typographic design. Each of the episodes featured on the JustMyType series sets out to observe an expert subject’s 

perspectives and approaches to their typographic practice. In the context of this Master of Design research project, each 

of the proposed episodes will be submitted with a 20-30 second trailer to help visualise the overarching tone of each part 

as well as the series as a whole. A synopsis for each episode outlining the episode concept, the participant, and their 

practices will also accompany the proposal. 

  

 As one of the aims of this research project is to propose and promote the democratisation and positioning of a digital 

online documentary film archive as an in-class pedagogic resource for graphic design and typographic education, I felt it 

most appropriate that submission of a prototype of such proposed online archive for the JustMyType digital documentary 

series be included with this research project. From this, I developed the JustMyType online digital web archive (http://

www.justmytype.xyz) as one of the primary research components that will help to illustrate how I have envisioned this 

documentary series on New Zealand typographic practices be constructed and situated within the context of the 

research intent. The working prototype currently facilitates both desktop and mobile device access. 

5.b. Current Episode Synopses 

As I intend to present the JustMyType online archive as a proposal for an ongoing documentary filmmaking project and 

research after the completion of this Master of Design project, the following are synopses that will be used to introduce 

each of the completed episodes for the series. This is with the intention to help exemplify the approach to the written 

synopses for each part as well as the series as a package. 

• Episode 1: Peas for Sale 

What do you think of when you hear the phrase ‘that’s so Kiwi’? We could agree that fish and chips, backyard 

barbecues, sandy jandals, and, of course, the now-rare yet most-recognised ‘Four Square Man’ logo would be 

on the list for most of us New Zealand locals. In this episode, Invercargill-born artist and designer Dick Frizzell 

shares his recollection of how his interest in 1960s comics and letterforms developed into a life-long’s creative 

practice. 

• Episode 2: Pressed for Time 

In the year 1440 in Mainz, Germany, inventor Johannes Gutenberg developed the very first press machine that gave 

birth to commercial printing. Today, just a little under 600 years later, in the garage-turned-studio on the beachside 

of Orewa, Tara McLeod wakes up every morning on a mission to keep the technology and tradition alive. 

• Episode 3: Worry Holes 

In art practices, inspirations for work-making can come from many places. In this episode, multi-disciplinary 

artist Christina Read takes us through the journey of how her painted and fabric collages, drawings, and video 



works are explored as commentaries on her personal thoughts through the use of texts, language and humour. 

• Episode 4: Typo-Graphic Design 

For many graphic design students, how we learn and are taught typography is one of the most instrumental 

parts of our creative practice. Graphic designer and educator Jonty Valentine shares his memory as a student 

of graphic design from Ilam School of Arts, Christchurch, and how one “typo-graphic design” class helped to 

set up the blueprint for his type design and teaching career. 

6. Pilot: Peas for Sale 

Another creative output submitted as part of the component for the JustMyType Typedoc Archive is the completed pilot episode, 

entitled “Peas for Sale”. This episode features one of the expert subjects, Dick Frizzell, and the personal perspectives and 

approaches to his typographic practice. I intend to present this pilot sequence using Frizzell’s surveyed data through the interview 

to propose and illustrate what the format, narrative structure, cinematic approaches, and motion graphic design for each episode in 

the series could look and feel like. 

6.a. Establishing the Narrative 

I began the production of the Peas for Sale pilot episode by revisiting the transcript from my interview with Dick Frizzell. 

From the transcript, I generated a spreadsheet with a table of time marks indicating the individual points of discussion 

that Frizzell touched on/addressed. This provided me with a content reference that assisted with the practical locating of 

footage from particular sections of the interview to be used in the edit. 

6.b. Sequencing 

The approach to the sequencing of this pilot episode followed the same structure that I employed in the editing tests 

conducted earlier in the research project, where I select parts of the interview that I plan to include in the sequence, as 

well as editing out areas that I feel do not provide any supporting context to the underlying narrative, as well as those that 

too farther tangent off, such that it creates a disconnection in the story. 

Figure 24: Working Prototype of JustMyType: The New Zealand Typedoc Archive



6.c. Sourcing of B-Roll Content 

After the structural interview sequence was developed, the next step in the editing process was the sourcing of b-roll 

content that would be employed to help enhance the communication of the narrative, particularly the direct discussion 

Frizzell shapes with the viewer. My chosen approach to the b-roll integration for this episode is through the traditional 

application of archival footage, still images, with the addition of my motion graphic sequences that are woven in points 

where I felt would enhance aspects of the dialogue. Examples of such are the two animated sequences that I generated 

earlier for Frizzell’s discussion on the influence of McCahon on his practice, as well as the perspectives on his vernacular 

type practice. In addition to the two animated b-rolls, I developed another sequence to help assist Frizzell’s conversation 

around type extrapolation, where he describes how he approaches the design of various typographic systems to develop 

the individual alphabets for each vernacular letterset. Other b-roll contents included sourced footage and archive from 

online as well as various publications on the artist. 

 

Figure 25: Footage Catalogue from Interview with Dick Frizzell

Figure 26: Image/Footage Thumbnails of 
B-Roll Content for Episode 1: Peas for Sale



Figure 27: Screenshot of Live-action B-Roll Footage from Episode 1: Peas for Sale — Dick Frizzell’s ‘Kiwi-Kiwi’

Figure 28: Screenshot of Motion Graphic B-Roll Sequence from 
Episode 1: Peas for Sale — Animation of Dick Frizzell’s Signage Works

Figure 29: Screenshot of Motion Graphic B-Roll Sequence from 
Episode 1: Peas for Sale — Vernacular Type (Adobe Photoshop, After Effects)



6.d. Sound Design 

The sound design for this pilot episode consisted of two main components — the interview soundbite, and the 

soundtrack. The use of Frizzell’s recorded soundbite from the interview is one of the most crucial elements of this edit, as 

I felt it was the most effective means to ensure the authenticity of the expert subject’s accounts for perspectives and 

stories. The use of Frizzell’s voice directly over the interview footage as well as under the b-roll established an 

uninterrupted space where the subject’s emphases and emotional connections to each point of discussion in the 

interview are rendered and present through the tone of his voice. In addition, Frizzell engaged with the interview from 

what I consider to be the more informal approach, where he used humour and spoken idioms that I felt would be most 

appropriate if conveyed directly by the artist himself. 

The soundtrack that I used for this sequence is royalty-free music sourced from online. I employed four musical pieces as the 

bed for sections of the interview that I divided into four key parts. The first is the opening sequence, where I used a medium 

pace documentary-style backing track to set up the premise and tone of the film. The second part is the use of a more 

reflective musical score to support Frizzell’s sharing of his early memories as a child and student of arts and design. The third is 

similar to the piece used in the prior sequence, where I again used a reflective-style musical score to assist Frizzell’s 

conversation about the influence of McCahon on his practice. The fourth is a more upbeat bebop jazz score to help drive the 

section that observes Frizzell’s creative process as he discusses his working mind when working on his type design. 

The progress of production for the pilot episode along with the JustMyType web archive prototype were collated and presented in 

the Master of Design Workshop 3. The critics’ feedback around the creative output were largely positive, with the critics having 

expressed significant interest in the pilot episode and the point of production that it was at during that stage of the research. 

Several creative suggestions were made in regards to the refinement of the visual edit and sound design, but overall, satisfaction for 

the research progress and output were expressed. 

7. JustMyType as a living research 

 

This section of the discussion outlines the intended plan for this Master of Design project after the completion and its 

continuation as my ongoing personal research. As the research output for this project is intended to situate itself as a living 

online digital resource related to typographic education, I plan to launch the JustMyType New Zealand Typedoc Archive to the 

public space, where open access to the archive is available to graphic design educators, students, practitioners, as well as the 

general public. After my completion from the Master of Design programme, I intend to complete the following episodes from 

Figure 30: Screenshot of Motion Graphic B-Roll Sequence from 
Episode 1: Peas for Sale — Animation of Dick Frizzell’s Working Mind: The Vernacular Type System (Adobe After Effects)



the series where interviews with expert subjects have been conducted: 

• Episode 2: Pressed for Time 

• Episode 3: Worry Holes 

• Episode 4: Typo-Graphic Design 

In addition to the above episodes, I intend to continue the search for New Zealand typographic perspectives, where I would like 

conduct interviews and produce additional episodes for the JustMyType series. Examples of additional expert subjects/episodes I plan 

to explore are: 

• Catherine Griffiths, multidisciplinary artist and designer 

• Johnson Witehira, graphic designer, educator and researcher 

• Shabnam Shiwan, graphic designer 

• Joseph Churchward (deceased), type designer and typesetter 

• Kris Sowsby, type designer 

8. Conclusion 

 

As the practices of graphic design and typography evolve and offer an extension to their proceeding histories, it is necessary for 

design educators to continually assess, review and adapt the pedagogic methodologies employed in the graphic and type design 

classroom. This is not with the intention to dampen the focus of such histories, but rather to deepen the student’s understanding of 

the importance of such areas of study by recognising and employing pedagogic resources that are resonant with design pupils of 

the digital age. Although every type designer has a different outlook on where the typographic history timeline begins, all would 

agree that the excavated prehistoric drawings in the cave of Altamira, to the studied Egyptian hieroglyphs, to the celebrated Bible of 

Gutenberg, to the development of Swiss Design all unavoidably help to shape the designer’s critical awareness for how modern 

graphic design came to be. With this conscious understanding of the discipline, design educators can look to digital online 

resources as the literature format that is easily accessible, contemporaneous, and prescriptively digestible for students who are 

already residents of the online space. Such democratisation of online digital documentary distribution can enhance and assist the 

design student’s learning experience by recognising the educator’s pedagogic acknowledgment for educational resources outside 

of the traditional form of scholarly writing, one that is also supported by the construct of formal research as well as curated by 

experts in the fields. 
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